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Soundingboard

Please feel free to comment in all pages and sections until the 27th of January.

After the 27th check what has been written by everybody else and ask / specify some more.

We are going to sum up

Goal Number 1: February 3rd, 10.00 - 11.00 CET
Goal Number 2: February 3rd, 11.00 - 12.00 CET
Goal Number 3: February 5th, 10.00 - 11.00 CET
Goal Number 4: February 5th, 11.00 - 12.00 CET

via WebConferencing. Invitation follows as usual.

Strategic Goal 1: Internal processes

Challenges

Opportunities

Further assumptions

Questions

Strategic Goal 2: Learning and Development

Target Group

Demands

Further assumptions

Further Questions

Strategic Goal 3: Market leadership

Benchmark
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Trends

Further assumptions

Further questions

Strategigic Goal 4: Sustainability

Areas of implementation on management level:

environmental management
quality management
risk management
Protecting the interests of employees
socially and environmentally compatible orientation of the supply chain
operational information systems
Fight against corruption, etc.

Questions to discuss:

Q1Aspects: Which further aspects should be considered?

Q2: How can we live these demands ourselves?

Q3: What aspects have to be considered in order to provide sustainable projects?

Q4: How does sustainability regarding an education project look like and how can it be
measured accordingly?
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